First eddy covariance flux measurements by PTR-TOF
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Abstract. The recently developed PTR-TOF instrument was evaluated to measure methanol fluxes emitted from grass land using the eddy covariance method. The high time resolution of the PTR-TOF allowed storing full mass spectra up to $m/z$ 315 with a frequency of 10 Hz. Three isobaric ions were found at a nominal mass of $m/z$ 33 due to the high mass resolving power of the PTR-TOF. Only one of the three peaks contributed to eddy covariance fluxes. The exact mass of this peak agrees well with the exact mass of protonated methanol ($m/z$ 33.0335). The eddy covariance methanol fluxes measured with PTR-TOF were compared to virtual disjunct eddy covariance methanol fluxes simultaneously measured with a conventional PTR-MS. The methanol fluxes from both instruments show excellent agreement.

1 Introduction

The eddy covariance method has proven to be a reliable method for ecosystem-level flux determination and is widely used to assess the ecosystem CO₂ exchange (Baldocchi, 2003). Volatile organic compounds (VOC) play a central role in atmospheric oxidation processes and the formation of secondary organic aerosol (e.g. Monks et al., 2010; Hallquist et al., 2009). For direct eddy covariance measurements fast sensors with a high temporal resolution (5–20 Hz) are necessary to measure the concentration fluctuations caused by turbulent transport (Dabberdt et al., 1993). Up to now, only a few instruments for fast VOC detection with data acquisition rates of typically 10 Hz are available. Each instrument is limited to the detection of a few compounds, e.g. acetone and formic acid (Shaw et al., 1998), peroxy acetyl nitrates (Turnipseed et al., 2006) and isoprene (Guenther and Hills, 1998).

For the last decade, Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometers (PTR-MS) have proven to be valuable tools for atmospheric research. The PTR-MS was developed in the mid nineties as a fast, real-time organic trace gas analyzer (Hansel et al., 1995; Lindinger et al., 1998). Since then, PTR-MS found its place in various scientific fields such as food chemistry, medicine and atmospheric research, and wherever a fast detector for VOCs is required. The applications of PTR-MS in atmospheric research were recently reviewed by De Gouw and Warneke (2007). The performance of PTR-MS instruments significantly improved over the last years. Today, limits of detection are at the low pptv range, typically 10 pptv (signal/noise = 2, integration time 1 s per $m/z$). Nevertheless quadrupol mass spectrometers (Q-MS), as used in conventional PTR-MS instruments, show several analytical limitations. Q-MS usually have unity mass resolving power and ions of different $m/z$ are measured sequentially. These constraints result in a restricted set of compounds ($m/z$) for fast measurements and a limited selectivity of the PTR-MS. Karl et al. (2001a, b) demonstrated the feasibility of eddy covariance measurements of VOC fluxes from crop and hay harvesting. For those experiments their PTR-MS instrument had been redesigned to achieve a response time of ≈65 ms, the integration time per mass channel was set to 100 ms to collect 10 Hz VOC time series and the number of mass channels was mostly restricted to two masses at a time, e.g. $m/z$ 33 and $m/z$ 45 for methanol and acetaldehyde, respectively.

In order to measure VOC fluxes of a wider suite of compounds using PTR-MS, different methods have been derived from eddy covariance. Based on intermittent sampling strategies (Lenschow et al., 1991) the concepts of disjunct eddy
covariance (DEC; Rinne et al., 2001) and, more recently, virtual disjunct eddy covariance (Karl et al., 2002) were introduced. These methods allow flux quantification with repetition rates of a set of compounds of a few seconds at acquisition times for a single compound between 0.2 s and 1 s. Relaxed eddy accumulation (REA) (Businger and Oncley, 1990) is another more indirect micrometeorological method that has been used in conjunction with PTR-MS. REA relies on capturing air samples in up and down-drafts, storing these in separate gas reservoirs. Graus et al. (2006), have shown a REA method for measuring canopy-fluxes of isoprenoid compounds using PTR-MS above a pine forest. Despite this progress, several challenges remain when measuring VOC fluxes with PTR-MS. For example, when using a Q-MS the superposition of isobaric ionic compounds could mask the net flux, if one compound is deposited and another one is emitted.

In the last decade several mass spectrometric approaches have been explored to increase the selectivity of PTR-MS. In addition to coupling a gas chromatographic column to a PTR-MS (GC-PTR-MS, Karl et al., 2001c, Warneke et al., 2003), mass spectrometric techniques using multiple MS (MS^n) capable detectors (i.e. Prazeller et al., 2003; Warneke et al., 2005a; Mielke et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2009) have been developed. Isomers are identified according to specific fragmentation patterns obtained by collision induced dissociation (CID). However, these techniques showed only limited identification capabilities when used in atmospheric research, e.g. the separation capability at ambient levels of the isoprene photo-oxidation products methacrolein and methyl vinyl ketone (Mielke et al., 2008), as well as the on-line separation of acetone and propanal (Warneke et al., 2005b) could be demonstrated.

PTR ion sources have also been interfaced with various time-of-flight mass spectrometers (TOF-MS). The first instrument, the PTR-TOF-MS (Blake et al., 2004) showed a mass resolving power (Δm/m) of about 1000. Although this mass resolving power is higher than that of a commercial PTR-MS (Ionicon Analytik, Austria), it is not sufficient to separate isobaric ions. These early TOF-MS developments for VOC analysis based on proton-transfer-reactions were challenged by poor sensitivities compared to conventional PTR-MS. A new generation of high mass resolution TOF-MS (G-TOF, TOFWERK AG, Switzerland) has largely overcome the sensitivity issue (Jordan et al., 2008) making PTR-TOF (Ionicon Analytik, Austria) tractable for atmospheric trace gas measurements in the pptv range. Currently a mass resolving power of about 5000 and a mass accuracy of about 5 ppm can be achieved (Graus et al., 2010). This is sufficient to separate most atmospherically relevant protonated isobaric VOCs and to identify the corresponding empirical formulas. Even if sensitivities are about one order of magnitude lower compared to a conventional PTR-MS (Ionicon Analytik, Austria) when measuring one single mass channel, the high duty cycle of the TOF-MS (all ions are measured simultaneously) makes it a valuable tool for fast and selective analysis of complex mixtures of VOCs. Most importantly, the TOF-MS allows the acquisition of full mass spectra at time resolutions of 10 Hz, a necessary prerequisite for direct eddy covariance measurements. The simultaneity of the data acquisition allows long time data integration of the high time resolved data without any loss of signal.

For the first time we demonstrate the ability of the PTR-TOF for flux measurements above a temperate grassland and show an example of direct eddy flux determination for ions at m/z 33. We compare eddy covariance fluxes obtained from a PTR-TOF with virtual disjunct eddy covariance fluxes measured with a conventional PTR-MS. We discuss our solutions for the complex data processing necessitated by a data volume of about 10 GB per day of highly resolved, compressed raw PTR-TOF data.

2 Experimental setup

2.1 Field site and instrumentation

A PTR-TOF and a PTR-MS instrument were deployed at a well-characterized field site for VOC flux measurements above temperate mountain grassland. The field site is located in the Stubai valley, Austria, close to the village of Neustift (47°07′ N, 11°19′ E) at 970 m a.s.l. in the middle of the flat valley bottom. The average annual rainfall at the site is 852 mm and the average annual temperature is 6.5 °C.

A detailed description of the field site, including a description of vegetation, soil and climate, is given by Hammerle et al. (2008) and Wohlfahrt et al. (2008).

The three wind components and speed of sound were measured using a 3-D sonic anemometer (R31A, Gill Instruments, USA) at 20 Hz time resolution. A High Sensitivity PTR-MS was installed for VOC quantification and flux detection using the virtual disjunct eddy covariance method (Karl et al., 2002). The VOC inlet was mounted 2.5 m above ground, about 20 cm below the centre of the 3-D sonic anemometer. The PTR-MS was connected to the VOC inlet by a 12 m, temperature-stabilized (T_inlet=35°C) 1/4′′Teflon® line (ID=0.39 mm) pumped with 9 l/min ambient air. The instrument was operated at 2.3 mbar drift tube pressure and 550 V drift tube voltage. The total response time of the whole system was about 1.6 s for methanol. For flux determination a set of 12 m/z ratios was sequentially measured at a repetition rate of about 2 s; integration times for each m/z were 0.2 s or less. The instrument was calibrated weekly. Zero measurements were performed every 25 min lasting for 5 min. All acquisition times were synchronized using a NTP time server. A detailed description of the PTR-MS measurements is discussed by Bamberger et al. (2010).
2.2 PTR-TOF

The PTR-TOF sampled from the same VOC inlet line as the PTR-MS. The PTR-TOF drift tube was operated at 600 V drift voltage and 2.3 mbar drift tube pressure and heated to 50°C. This corresponds to an \( E/N \) ratio of about \( 130 \, \text{Td} \) (\( E \) being the electric field strength and \( N \) the gas number density; \( 1 \, \text{Td}=10^{-17} \, \text{V cm}^2 \)). A detailed description and characterization of the PTR-TOF instrument can be found in Graus et al. (2010).

For TOF-MS data acquisition, ions were pulsed into the field free region every 30 µs. With a Multi Channel Plate and a Time to Digital Converter (TDC) the arrival times of all pulsed ions were detected with 0.2 ns time resolution resulting in 150,000 “bins” per spectrum. The spectral information of 3333 pulse cycles were co-added to produce 10 Hz time series of full PTR-TOF spectra and the data was stored in hdf5 file format (http://www.hdfgroup.org/) using the data acquisition software TOF-DAQ v1.72 (Tofwerk AG, Switzerland). To keep the files easily manageable, 3600 spectra were stored in a single hdf5 file resulting in 6 min 10 Hz-data segments including the 6 min sum spectra. Figure 1 depicts such a 6 min sum spectrum from \( m/z \) 20 to \( m/z \) 315.

To provide peaks of exactly known \( m/z \) for the time-of-flight to \( m/z \) conversion (described in Sect. 4.1), traces of dichlorobenzene (\( m/z=146.9763 \)) and trichlorobenzene (\( m/z=180.9373 \)) were continuously added into the VOC inlet by diffusion through a capillary.

The mass resolving power \( (R=m/\Delta m) \) and the mass accuracy were determined using the calibration data providing a suite of mass peaks distributed throughout the instrument’s mass range. \( R \) was calculated from the full width at half maximum of individual mass peaks and the mass accuracy was determined by the maximum relative mass deviation of the measured calibration compound masses from their respective theoretical exact masses. During these field experiments the PTR-TOF achieved a mass resolving power of 4800 and a mass accuracy better than 10 ppm. This is sufficient to distinguish empirical ionic formulas for most atmospheric compounds.

2.3 VOC flux analysis

VOC fluxes were calculated applying the eddy covariance method to the 10 Hz PTR-TOF signal and the 20 Hz sonic anemometer data. The routine includes a three-axis coordinate rotation of the wind data based on McMillan (1988), a re-sampling of the 20 Hz wind data to match the 10 Hz VOC data, a maximum covariance analysis of the VOC concentrations and the vertical wind velocity for time lag analysis, and calculation of the covariance \( F \) between the vertical wind speed and the VOC concentrations (block averaging, no detrending). By using this routine, half hourly mean flux values were calculated.

For the PTR-MS data, half-hourly mean VOC fluxes (virtual DEC) were calculated based on the same postprocessing steps as above, except for that only a subset of the wind data was used. A detailed discussion of the PTR-MS flux analysis will be given by Bamberger et al. (2010).
Temperature changes lead to slow variations in the PTR-MS flux results. Integration of the ionic signals over these bin intervals results in increased signal intensities and consequently reduces the flux detection limit. This data reduction step generates so-called 10 Hz stick spectra. In the following section, a detailed description of the data processing and data reduction is given.

4 Data processing and data reduction

A precise and fully automated data processing is important to handle the enormous data amount caused by long-term acquisition of highly time resolved TOF mass spectra. Different approaches to the arising problems have been reported in the literature, e.g. the solutions applied by high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometry (HR-TOF-AMS, DeCarlo et al., 2006) that utilizes a similar TOF-MS instrument. Nevertheless, different data acquisition systems as well as the high mass peak capacity of the PTR-TOF’s soft ionization method demand a different data reduction approach. In principle, the data reduction faces three challenges:

1. Temperature changes lead to slow variations in the length of the ion’s flight path. This has to be corrected to gain high mass accuracies (Sect. 4.1).

2. Several mass peaks may be present at one nominal mass (multiple peaks, Sect. 4.2).

3. At high time resolutions (e.g. 10 Hz) signal intensities of most mass peaks are very low (Sect. 4.3).

Based on MATLAB 7.6.0 (R2008a, The MathWorks, Inc, USA) we developed a custom analysis routine that retains sufficient mass spectral information after filtering the raw data (150 000 bins per single spectrum) piecewise. To reduce the analysis time, the routine utilizes 6 min sum spectra to perform necessary mass spectrometric corrections. To solve the challenges described above, the data processing routine consists of three sub routines: the time-of-flight to m/z conversion routine calculates a statistically most accurate mass scale (Sect. 4.1), the peak detection routine generates a peak list of all detected mass peaks (Sect. 4.2), and the signal analysis routine utilizes the peak list for mass peak fitting, mass peak analysis and 10 Hz stick spectra calculation (Sect. 4.3). These 10 Hz stick spectra were subsequently used for eddy covariance flux calculations.

The three sub routines are based on the following peak fitting algorithm:

The first important step is the determination of a function to approximate a PTR-TOF mass peak. The peak shape generated by the instrument is asymmetric and can be described by a superposition of four dependent Gaussian peaks.

![Cutout of a 4 h (26 July 2009; 10:00–14:00) integrated PTR-TOF mass spectral signal at m/z 33 (red squares) and the corresponding bin-wise calculated covariances $F_{\text{bin}}$ (black dots) with 30 min resolved data in arbitrary units (au).](image-url)
The coefficients, $a$, $b$, $c$, $d$, and $e$, which govern the relative positions and proportions of the four contributions ($G_{1,2,3,4}$) are determined by applying that function to identified, single well established isobaric peaks in the full TOF spectrum. In the following these peaks are termed mass scale correction peaks (see Sect. 4.1). The position and proportion coefficients are optimized for each 6 min sum spectrum and kept constant for all peak fitting in the respective time period. The remaining independent coefficients in the final peak shape function are the peak area $A$ and the widths $\Delta$ and $\Delta$. The peak center $t_0$ and the peak offset $y_0$. The dependent variable is the time of flight $t$. The function in Eq. (1) was used to fit all mass peaks by applying the nonlinear least squares fitting method.

For every nominal mass ($m/z > 0.3$), a superposition of the peak shape $SI(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n) = \sum SI(t_1) + SI(t_2) + \ldots + SI(t_n)$ with a constant offset $y_0$ is fitted. The number of the superposed peaks $n$ is assigned by the number of detected peaks according to a peak list (see Sect. 4.2). To increase the fit quality, tight fitting boundaries for the peak width $\Delta$ and the peak center $t_0$ are used. According to Coles et al. (1995) the expected coherence of the time of flight $t$ and the width $\Delta$ is:

$$\Delta = a_1(t^2/b_1^2 + 1)^{1/2}$$

(2)

Coefficients $a_1$ and $b_1$ are calculated by fitting Eq. (2) to the time of flights $t_0$ and the widths $\Delta$ of the mass scale correction peaks. For every sum spectrum, peak width estimates for all mass peaks are calculated and used as start parameters. To reduce the degree of freedom for multiple peaks, $\Delta$ is set equal for every peak on each nominal mass; $\Delta$ is constrained to $\pm 8\%$ of the peak width estimate. The start parameter for the peak center $t_0$ is then given as the position according to the peak list. The constraints for the peak centers are set as $\Delta/2$ around the expected center $t_0$.

4.1 Time-of-Flight to $m/z$ conversion

Temperature variations of the TOF-MS can cause a slow change in the length of the ion’s flight path over time, slightly changing the ion’s time-of-flight. Therefore frequent $m/z$ corrections are necessary to achieve a high mass accuracy. Figure 3a depicts two uncorrected (raw) 6 min sum spectra at $m/z = 33$, both recorded on 26 July 2009, at 10:00 and 23:00, respectively. By looking at the peak centers, a distinct shift in time-of-flight is visible that would affect the measured exact mass assignment. For compound identification, an accurate, precise and fully automated conversion of the time-of-flight to a mass scale is necessary.

Therefore, the peak fitting algorithm is applied on the mass scale correction peaks, in this case the primary ion isotopes $H_2O^{18+}$ ($m/z = 21.0221$) and $H_5O^{16+}O^{18+}$ ($m/z = 39.0327$), as well as the continuously added mass calibration compounds dichlorobenzene ($m/z = 146.9763$) and trichlorobenzene ($m/z = 180.9373$).

The relation of the time of flight $t$ and the mass scale $m$ is calculated according to the simple Eq. (3) (e.g. Brown and Gilfrich, 1991) by fitting the coefficients $\alpha$ and $\beta$.

$$m = \frac{(t - \beta)}{\alpha^2}$$

(3)

A temperature stabilized housing of the PTR-TOF minimizes time-of-flight shifts, caused by small temperature changes of the TOF-MS. On time scales of about 10 min no significant
shift was observed (data not shown). Therefore, the time-of-flight to \( m/z \) conversion coefficients were calculated based on individual 6 min sum spectra for the respective period. To allow the superposition and long time integration of all analyzed spectra, an interpolation of the time bins of each mass spectrum was performed to get congruent 6 min sum spectra.

After these correction steps a high mass accuracy and precision could be achieved for the hole measurement campaign. Maximum relative mass deviations of less than 10 ppm were determined for mass peaks higher than \( m/z =40 \) based on weekly instrumental calibrations. Figure 2b depicts two congruent sum spectra after performing the mass scale conversion and correction algorithms.

4.2 Peak detection

The purpose of the peak detection routine is the compilation of a complete set of detectable mass signals (peak list). This task is split into two analysis steps, first, a search for distinct peaks in the spectrum and, second, a fit residual-analysis to uncover hidden or less pronounced peaks (e.g. peaks covered in a shoulder of a larger peak).

1. Every 6 min sum spectrum is scanned for peaks by using the MATLAB peak search function “peakdet” (http://www.billauer.co.il/peakdet.html) and the peak maxima are added to a preliminary peak list. A dynamic, noise dependent threshold for peak maxima detection is used. For this first peak identification step mass peak maxima must be separated by at least 130 ppm to be recognized as a new mass peak.

2. The fit residual-analysis is performed on a whole day average spectrum. Therefore the peak fitting algorithm is applied according to the preliminary peak list. For every nominal mass, the smoothed fit residual is analyzed for further potentially significant peak maxima. Is a maxima of the residual detected, the fitted peak center of the highest residual peak is added to the peak list. This step is repeated until one of the following criteria is fulfilled:

   - A maximum of 5 mass peaks per nominal mass is listed
   - The \( R^2 \) for the fit is greater than 0.995
   - The residual peaks are not significantly higher than the expected noise (the noise threshold is calculated by the intensity deviations outside the corresponding nominal mass intervals)

In this way a peak list containing about 470 mass peaks was generated for the total mass spectrum shown in Fig. 1 and three peaks at \( m/z =33 \) shown in Fig. 2, \( m/z =32.9957 \) (\( O^{17}O^+ \) and \( O_2H^+ \)), \( m/z =33.0204 \) (DNOH\(^+\), instrumental background) and \( m/z =33.0335 \) (\( CH_2O^+ \), methanol), respectively.

Fig. 4. Peak fitted 6 min sum spectrum 1 (26 July 2009, at 10:00) together with a single 10 Hz spectrum within that 6 min and corresponding summation intervals (hatched areas).

4.3 Signal analysis

For signal analysis, the above described peak fitting algorithm was applied on the 6 min sum spectra, utilizing the updated peak list. Figure 4 depicts a 6 min sum spectrum at \( m/z =33 \) that was fitted by a triple superposition of the peak function \( SI(t_1,t_2,t_3)=SI(t_1)+SI(t_2)+SI(t_3) \). For peak quantification the resulting data were corrected according to the duty cycle and the signals were normalized to the primary ion signal (cps → ncps; see e.g. Herbig et al., 2009). Up to this point in the signal analysis all data processing is based on the 6 min sum spectra.

Figure 4 demonstrates that all three peaks at nominal mass \( m/z =33 \) can be fitted successfully in the 6 min sum spectrum, but applying the peak fitting algorithm directly to every 10 Hz spectrum might fail in most cases. To overcome this drawback, mass scale intervals were predefined for each peak list entry and all counts within these intervals were summed separately for each 10 Hz spectrum. For the superposition of a number of peaks per nominal mass (multiple peaks) it is important to minimize the statistical influence of neighboring peaks by adapting the interval position and length. For single peaks we chose an interval of 4 times the peak width \( \Delta \) around the peak center. For all multiple peaks, the interval margins of the outer two peaks were set to the peak center and \( 2 \Delta \) away from the other peaks, respectively; for all inner peaks a single \( \Delta \)-interval around the centers was chosen. For barely separated multiple peaks, the selected intervals might overlap. In such cases, the sum of the influencing mass peaks must be taken to prevent misinterpretations. Figure 4 depicts a segment at \( m/z =33 \) of a single 10 Hz spectrum, a 6 min sum spectrum with its best fit and the corresponding predefined summation intervals. For obvious reasons the summed
up signal intensities within those intervals (hatched areas in Fig. 4) only reflect portions of the respective total ion signal of each of the mass peaks. The individual 10 Hz stick intensities are up-scaled according to the ratio of 6 min integrated 10 Hz stick intensities to the corresponding fit areas in the 6 min sum spectrum.

5 Demonstration of flux measurements

5.1 PTR-TOF flux detection

Covariances $F_{\text{ncps}}^{\text{stick}}$ of the vertical wind speed and the peak signal intensities (in ncps) were calculated for an averaging period of 30 min for the mass peaks at $m/z=32.9957$ (O$_{18}^+$O$_2$H$^+$), $m/z=33.0204$ (DNOH$^+$) and $m/z=33.0335$ (CH$_3$O$^+$), respectively (Fig. 5).

The methanol ($m/z=33.0335$) covariance shows a clear diurnal pattern – close to zero flux during nighttime and an emission following the diurnal course of insulation and temperature during daytime. For the two other isobaric compounds, $m/z=32.9957$ and $m/z=33.0204$, both instrumental background peaks, no significant covariance was found. This result, calculated using the 10 Hz stick data, agrees with the bin-wise calculations depicted in Fig. 2, which shows that there is no significant covariance for $m/z=32.9957$ and $m/z=33.0204$. To compare both methods, the bin-wise calculated covariance was summed between $m/z=33.03$ and $m/z=33.06$ to get the total covariance contribution for the methanol peak. An excellent agreement was found between the bin-wise and the interval method. A linear regression between $F_{\text{ncps}}^{\text{stick}}$ and $F_{\text{ncps}}^{\text{bin}}$ for 26 July 2009, resulted in a $y$-intercept of 0.005 and a slope of 1.00±0.04 (data not shown).

5.2 Comparison of PTR-TOF and PTR-MS results

Figure 6 compares the PTR-TOF methanol fluxes $F_{\text{PTR-TOF}}^c$, calculated by direct eddy covariance, with the PTR-MS fluxes $F_{\text{PTR-MS}}^c$, calculated with the virtual disjunct eddy covariance method (Karl et al., 2002).

Starting from 09:00 and 16:00 two instrumental zero measurements were performed for the PTR-TOF each lasting 25 min. Therefore no $F_{\text{PTR-TOF}}^c$ data is available for those periods. For $F_{\text{PTR-TOF}}^c$ and $F_{\text{PTR-MS}}^c$ a similar diurnal trend is visible and measured flux magnitudes compare reasonably well. A least orthogonal distance linear regression between $F_{\text{PTR-TOF}}^c$ and $F_{\text{PTR-MS}}^c$ shows a slope of 0.98 and a $y$-intercept of 0.06 nmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. Both values are not significantly different from 1 and 0, respectively. A coefficient of determination of $R^2=0.92$ is achieved.

6 Conclusions

We demonstrated that the recently developed PTR-TOF instrument is capable of measuring methanol fluxes using the direct eddy covariance method. PTR-TOF data were stored at time resolutions of 10 Hz. Three isobaric ions at $m/c$ 33 were analyzed for flux contributions. Direct analysis of high mass resolved (bin-wise) eddy covariance demonstrated that only one ion species contributed significantly to the flux magnitude of the triple peak at $m/z$ 33. The signals of the other two species contributed to an increased flux noise level. This example highlights the high separation capabilities of the PTR-TOF even at 10 Hz time resolution.

To reduce the time consuming analysis of bin-wise flux calculations and improve flux detection limits, a new data reduction method based on stick spectra has been developed.
The method was able to detect about 470 mass peaks above grassland. We evaluated the feasibility of eddy covariance flux measurements using PTR-TOF using three mass peaks at m/z 33. The comparison of the two different flux calculation methods (bin and stick spectral method) showed excellent agreement. PTR-TOF methanol fluxes were also compared with vDEC fluxes determined by a conventional PTR-MS. Both methods showed excellent agreement.

Future eddy covariance measurements using PTR-TOF may help to elucidate complex exchange patterns of a multiplicity of VOCs between the biosphere and atmosphere.
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